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Sanctuary Cove 2010
Another wet Friday with variable conditions over the weekend kept crowd numbers down to around 39,000, which
was 3,000 more than the 3 day show in 2009 but down around 10,000 compared to 2008. Despite this the crew on
board the Eagle 53 were optimistic showing the boat to a good stream of enthusiastic potential E53 owners. Mary
and Hur Hur from Transpacific Marine (the builder) and the usual team from Eagle Cruisers Australia were also
pleased with the positive comments from those viewing the vessel. A lot of second time visitors from Sydney and
Sanctuary Cove Boat Shows last year commented that the Eagle was still the best value and finished boat at the
show. Michael, Therese, Robert, Dale, Mary & Hur Hur would like to thank everybody who visited us and for your
great comments.

Eagle Cruisers Australia Brokerage
A number of customers are waiting for their current boat to sell before making an investment in an Eagle, we are
pleased to offer free Boat Point listings on our brokerage page, and are also looking at creating a brokerage section
on our website to create the exposure that may make the difference in selling your vessel. Please email if you are
interested in listing with us.

Most Asked Questions
Laundry
Tender
Displacement
Eagle 40
Certification
Designs

1.
2.
3.
4.

Yes, we have a number of laundry options.
Yes, 5308 (demo boat) is prewired for a tender davit if a larger tender is required.
Yes, we have plans for a tender on the saloon roof.
The Eagle has a semi-displacement hull. Please see this Fleming article that compares semidisplacement (eg Eagle/Fleming) to a displacement hull (eg Nordhavn) (links to an external site,
Eagle Cruisers are not related to the Fleming brand in any way).
Yes, we also build an Eagle 40 which is a very popular and refined boat, mostly shipped to the
United States.
Yes, the Eagle 53 is built to CE Certification.
Yes, we have a number of new layouts and external treatments, however we are a custom
builder and will build to your requirements.

Deb and Pat's Eagle 53 'Soulmates' cruised through Abacos, Eleuthera, the Exumas, Nassau in New Providence, the Berries and Bimini (click here for presentation).
Therese shops for some furniture and homewares in Ningbo, China for Eagle 5308.
Some Transpacific History: The Hawkins family aboard their TP49 'Vagabond Heart' during a recent circumnavigation (click here for presentation).
Eagle 40 'NW Passage' in Puget Sound (click here for presentation).
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Factory Visits
Factory visits are welcome and encouraged; Hong Kong, Ningbo and Shanghai are all great places to visit during
your build. Michael and Therese have visited these areas many times and will make any trip a great experience.
Eagle Cruisers Australia is a division of Nitro Marine who have been operating on the Gold Coast for the past 25
years. Nitro Marine has won various awards over the years but more recently has been awarded Mercury Marine
Dealer of the Year for Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific in 2008 and 2009 as well as Stacer dealer of
the year in 2009. Nitro Marine prides itself on our relationship with our customers and look forward to offering the
same service to our Eagle Customers.

Contact:
Eagle Cruisers Australia
34 Smith St, Southport
PO Box 10488, Southport, QLD 4215
Michael@nitromarine.com.au or Dale@nitromarine.com.au
Phone 0414 518 243 or (07)5532 5812
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